MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Joy Mother

AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF ECSTACY
MODULE EIGHT : THE MOTHER WHO DANCES HER BLISS

Joy Mother
THE MOTHER OF RAPTURE

INTRODUCTION
When Joy Mother crackles into your life, you are being invited to live from
rapture. Sparkly, dynamic and dancing with fire, Joy Mother is now
pirouetting seductively around you, daring you to catch her. For as enticing
as she is, to live permanently with Joy, you will be required to give up your
disconnection from your feminine centre and take responsibility for your
own happiness. You will have to choose joy and all she asks of you.
To know Joy and live from her truth, you have to own the full power of your
embodied feminine desire, for joy is your ecstatic nature. She is your
feminine sexuality; she is your natural rapturous exploration of life, she is
your spark of passion, and she is your feminine essence both embodied and
vibrating at mastery. Joy is not bound to the peaks or endless craving for
happiness. Joy is the strong constant hum of a life centred in self actionable
pleasure. Joy is the arrival of contentment as an embodied state of mind.
Joy comes when you choose the unbound effervescence of the delight
within you and every area of your life is congruent to her alignment. Joy stays
when you share this pure expression of who you are with life and it
multiplies when you inspire others to live and extend the same pure spirit
within them.
To awaken her on your MotherQuest and then keep her alive for the rest of
your life, you will need to become intimately connected to your passion and
stay in partnership with your authentic desires. For this, you need to awaken
intimacy, the capacity to seek and cherish the vulnerable essence of your
embodied soul and your willingness to share her.
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Joy Mother builds on her twin Heart Mother’s teaching. By loving the love you
are in body and soul, you awaken the desire to share your beauty with others.
Joy Mother shows you how to take your self-love out into the world.
However, be warned, if you are not in love with the way you love if your
boundaries are inconsistent or nonexistent, if you live more in your mind
than the open expanse of your tender, delightful vulnerable heart, if you have
disconnected and neglected your body, heart and soul, then you will be
challenged by Joy Mother severely.
Joy Mother guides you with passion and fire to show you how play, intimacy,
sexual passion, delight and rapture are all inside jobs. Joy is found within you.
You have to know her first before you can extend her.
Your first Quest will be to explore your relationship with gratitude and
gratefulness. Then to embody Joy Mother, you will be asked to honour your
sensual body through movement, self-expression and pleasure. Next, to keep
her dancing, you will be shown how to heal and celebrate your relationship
with all women.
In her final task, you will be invited to awaken your sexuality and sensual fire.
In her Shadowlands, Joy Mother invites you to reign in your jealousy and
vanquish where you crush others’ joy through your cynicism. She also tracks
the blocks to your unbridled sexuality and intimacy through the shadow
states of shame, denial and revenge masquerading as power.
Like the Hindu manifestation of Shakti, Joy Mother is passion, creativity and
raw creative power. Her infinite source is the conduit of your feminine
kundalini, and Her sexual fire is the ignition switch to your ecstatic life. The
power of Joy Mother’s wholeness is the sacred feminine teachings of sacred
sexuality.
Joy Mother is with you now, with her hands firmly in yours, leading you
through the eighth gateway of your sacred feminine terrain, awakening you
to her wisdom through the soul landscape of Embodied Bliss.
Joy Mother is returning you to the gold of her Universal Wisdom,

Mudita

the Joy in another’s Joy
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She who dances her ecstasy
AWAKENING JOY MOTHER WISDOM
Joy Mother has come, with delight and inspiration, asking:

How in tune with joy and pleasure are you?
She wants to know if you delight in your body, or do you fill your days with contempt and
displeasure?
Are you celebrating the phase of Mother that you're in?
Are you pregnant with expectation, birthing new beginnings, nurturing innocence or
guiding and supporting growth?
Are you rejoicing the age that you are and the age and developmental stage of your creative
children?
Or has mothering or being a woman become a drag, a burden and a chore?

Joy Mother, with the crackling passion of fire, has swept into your life to embrace you in her
waltz of delight. She is here to remind you of the simple pleasures that come when we wake up
to the joy already in our lives. Joy mother wants you to live with abundant joy; first, you must
review your attitude and beliefs around pleasure and happiness.
Living a life of joy is a discipline of pleasure. It is the conscious spiritual practice of positivity,
heart-based choices and gratitude. Joy is also about honouring a most feminine need, desire.
Joy Mother asks:

How content and fulfilled are you?
Where do play and fun factor in your life?
What place does desire have in your life?
How alive is your sexual and sensual self?
What turns you on, exactly?
Joy mother is here, enticing and daring you to take full responsibility for your joy. You are 100%
responsible for your life's intimacy and sexual satisfaction. She is with you now, encouraging you
to reignite your inner sexual courtesan. It's time to dance with your sacred and intimate sexual
self. It's time to set your desires on fire!
Joy Mother's invitation - for you to dance with Joy in the core of your soul's naked flame and
ecstatically live with your passions on fire.
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JOY MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

GRATITUDE
Your first quest with Joy Mother is to do an audit of the good already in your world. Can you
write a list of 100 things you appreciate and are thankful for? Can you only get to a list of ten or
maybe three? If so, contemplate how (not why) you have slipped away from the selfcongruency of joy and placed your happiness, power and life force in someone else's hands.
The fastest and most powerful technique to increase joy in your life is to focus on all the good
and great things in your life if you have sight, smell, and the ability to move your fingers. If you
have a soft bed, a roof over your head, a car that can drive you. If you have work that pays you,
clothes that cover you, people who love you, be grateful for them. Flow your attention to the
wonderful and ordinary things in your world and centre your heart in gratitude.
Gratitude is a heart and belly-centred feeling of appreciation.
To activate this feeling within your body, focus on people, possessions, and circumstances you
want to appreciate and imagine you would never see those people or have those possessions or
opportunities again.
Open your heart completely, let it break the seams of its tidy, perhaps numb comfort and burst
into a mess of unbridled passion. Touch the heartache of the truly thankful, respect-filled
honour and humility that appreciation is. Let love and grief sit side by side in their primordial
balance, and let yourself feel what life could be like if you could never have what you have or
love what you love again. Let these feelings show you gratitude.
Feel it rock through you and inspire your heart with meaning.
Take nothing for granted.
Even problems and challenges can be turned into positives through the practice of gratitude.
When you adopt an appreciation for your adversity, you activate both the detached perspective
of resilience and the liberating power of your sovereignty.
"I am choosing how I face this adversity."
"I am owning the freedom this challenge is teaching me"
"I am grateful for everything this heartache is making me face, so I will grow so strong that I
will never have to battle this adversity again."
Gratitude lifts you from the desperate attachment to ending a situation (which focuses your
energy on the problem and therefore keeps it in your world) to focus on the growth of the inner
skills, mindset, attitude and resilience you are developing because of the challenge. Gratitude
can take you to the spacious, grounded peace and unshakeable self-empowerment you were
born to have.

“The ultimate healing tool, along with forgiveness, is gratitude to God.
If you can find it in your heart to be grateful to God for all you are and
are not, all you have or don’t have, and all that happens to you, you
will know joy.”
- AMANDA GORE

"THE GOSPEL OF JOY
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Daily Practice of Gratitude
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest One

1

Celebrate the Good you already have
Your Awakening Joy Mother Task is to wake up and tune your first thoughts to
gratitude. Centre your mind in an attitude of admiration and become thankful for
all the good already in your life.
Train your mind to dwell in appreciation and allow it to become the heartfelt lens
that filters your day. Even difficult and challenging areas of your life can be held
through the perspective of gratitude. The more you are able to see the benefits and
positive purpose of something the more you can integrate how your adversity is
enabling you to find meaning, strength, self-mastery and value.
As you sit to meditate or as you end your day, centre your whole being in prayerful
gratitude. You could also start a gratitude diary where you review your day and no
matter how challenging it has been you find at least three things to be grateful for.
Sow the seeds for joy through the cultivation of gratitude and watch the blossoms
of happiness and contentment flower in your life.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
RIGHT NOW I AM GRATEFUL FOR
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MOVING SHAKTI ; STARTING A
JOY FIRE ON THE DANCE FLOOR
Joy Mother wants you to unleash the joy only you can feel.
She asks,
How long has it been since you danced?
How long has it been since you found your soul shoes and hit the dance floor?
How disconnected from your unbridled joy are you?
In partnership with rhythmical beats, music, and your body, it's time to shake away
your shackles and open fully to living joyously. It's time to get your groove on!!
Find your favourite music, crank up the stereo, release your inhibitions and shake
yourself loose. Mothering babies and small children is a perfect stage of life to
dance, and therefore, model to your children how to naturally and shamelessly
express yourself through movement.
Dance breaks and groove times can shift moods almost instantaneously.
Bored children, lethargic workspaces and museless creativity can all be
transformed through five minutes of unbridled dancing. It is the perfect way to
shift stagnancy of all kinds.
It doesn't matter what you are wearing or who is watching. You don't need a large
space; the rhythm or music can even play in your imagination inside your head.
Just tune into the music, move your body and groove.
All you need is the willingness to try.

“Dance, when you're broken open.
Dance, if you've torn the bandage off.
Dance in the middle of the fighting.
Dance in your blood.
Dance when you're perfectly free.”
- RUMI
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Dancing your passions and desires

SACRED QUEST

Quest Two

2

YOUR QUEST TASKS
Find FIVE minutes per day to dance.

Explore your sensuality, your inhibitions, your grace, your anger, your shyness, your
exuberance, your frustrations your joy. Dance them all.
Dance with the intent to connect to the truth that is currently running inside you.
Dance to let your mind drop into your body and
Dance to allow your soul to awaken her truth and fire.
Dance until you cry, or reach exhaustion or ecstasy.

QUEST 1

Dance to set your Self free.
QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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IF THERE IS RESISTANCE :

Are you embarrassed to move your body?
Are you too responsible, limited and restricted?
Does dancing bring up your cynicism, shame,
and lack of self-kindness?
Have you forgotten what it was like to move
your body with carefree abandon?
If so, be gentle with yourself and reconnect to Joy
Mother’s twin, Heart Mother. Re-wrestle with your
internal self-cruelty and once again assess how
much you are living in overdrive and not giving
yourself the gentleness your body and soul require.
Little children spontaneously move their bodies
without inhibition. Inhibition is a territory of the
fear mind; its love filled opposite is abandoned
self-expression. Embrace your wholeness, breathe
a little, find some space alone, close your eyes or
the door and let the rhythm and beats move you.
It is time to dance your full Shakti potential back
into the centre stage - why? - because Joy is the
by-product of embodied love.
While you are filled with joy, you are a vortex of
positivity and love. Everyone in your life benefits
from you being loved up. Creative children, friends,
the stranger you bump into with your
supermarket trolley – everyone.
When you are loved up, you relate with love, not
resentment, fear or anger. You respond to
everything with joy - which makes more joy - and
then more Joy.
Joy is the Sacred Feminine bedrock, ecstasy, bliss,
exquisite rapture; they are all the continents of Joy
waiting to rise and be born through you.
Go on, put on some music and dance like no one
is watching.
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NOTES
MY FAVOURITE DANCE TRACKS ARE

TITLE

ARTIST

ALBUM
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YOUR EMBODIED MATRIX OF
SACRED SISTERHOOD
To hear and celebrate Joy Mother, we need a full cup, which is why Joy Mother
brings our relationships with our women friends sharply into focus. Part of the
initiations of the nurturing phase of women's lives is to be able to step into the
archetype of midwife - our capacity to help another woman birth a new life.
This is an essential quality we need to activate to take and give all we can from
our power years.
Through our relationship with ourselves and our bodies and with our women
friends, Joy Mother invites us to explore our unique, sacred, authentic
landscape of intimacy. Then we can bring our knowledge of intimacy (into-mesee) and our capacity to truly see others and be seen in our sexual partnerships.
Real women friendships built on honesty, authenticity, heart-opened
vulnerability and sacredness (specifically, in this case, personal / spiritual
growth) have the capacity to imbue strength, courageousness and loving selftrust like no other thing can facilitate.
If you live with more feelings of mistrust and jealousy toward other women
than love and support, then it is time you face your inner gremlins. Joy like love
multiplies exponentially when shared, and jealousy is a shadow state that ruins
the estrogen-infused bonding of your womanly birthright. Jealousy, like
cynicism, is a fear-based pattern that sucks joy dry. Thankfully the antidote to
jealousy is inspiration, empowerment and intimacy.
It's time to open your heart to your matrix of sacred sisterhood and find the
depth, honour, integrity, and values you have written in your own heart. Find
your code of support giving, love sharing, nurturing and trust. Work out what
loyalty, sacred friendship and love look like, then claim that code as your
throne.

“Each friend represents a world in us,
a world not born until they arrive,
and it is only by this meeting that a
new world is born.”
- ANAIS NIN”
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Reclaiming your Template of Sacred Sisterhood
YOUR QUEST TASK

SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

It’s time to heal the sisterhood, by healing and making holy your relationships with
all women.

Its time to look honestly at your relationships with women, your female friendships and
how you relate to all other women in your world. Your next Joy Mother task is to
prioritise your platonic female friendships and rebirth your template of sacred
sisterhood.
Can you:

QUEST 1

Give up collusion with denigrating any other woman
Open fully to another female in a non-sexual way to receive support and
understanding
Acknowledge and honour that your best female friendships are a form of therapy
Practice being loved, supported and nurtured
Keep finding or evolving your pack as you and your circles of women change
Do your female friendships operate in the realm of sacredness? What is your
sovereign code of sacred sisterhood? Define this for yourself now and live by it.

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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NOTES
MY CODE OF SACRED SISTERHOOD IS
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RE-AWAKENING YOUR INNER
COURTESAN
Our luscious MotherQuest Joy bucket, the eighth Mother Mandala, Joy Mother, sits
within the trinity of womanhood, that is:
Woman as compassionate, gentle, all giving love : Mother Archetype
Woman as protector, destroyer, raw expression and power : Queen Archetype
Woman as sensual, sexual, priestess and lover : Courtesan Archetype
In our mothering years, it’s our inner courtesan or Venus, the juicy, sensual,
luscious, desirable sexual self that falls to the bottom of the heap. And yet it is this
aspect of self that we need the most!
Not feeling like sex because it’s late, it feels like the last thing you need, and it’s
another thing to do? Joy Mother is with you reminding you of her twin, Heart
Mother’s teaching : It’s time to top up on sleep, self-kindness and recharge!
Pleasure can also make you feel great too.
If that doesn’t work because there's a raw wound closing down your heart and no
kind of foreplay is going to happen until your chest armour comes off? Joy Mother
is with you holding your other hand with Peace Mother as you go deep and
explore the real cause of the pain that's been triggered. Joy Mother will help you
get to the issues of intimacy that lie between you and your partner.
If you're still not feeling juicy, then Joy Mother will partner with Wise Mother and
evaluate if your giving and receiving are in balance. She'll make you face where
the neglect of your womanly body and her cycles has left you out of touch with
your rhythms of Joy. Joy Mother will show you how to invite others to be partners
in your pleasure and help you open to new decibels of embodied joy.
Stuck in your mind, inflexible to change, overwhelmed by too many things and
the clutter of life? Joy Mother will work with Space Mother and help you
reconsecrate your balance of relationship and your need to ‘be with self’ and
with celibacy or daily sexual devotion help, you claim the space to ‘re-master’
yourself.
Joy Mother works in intimate partnership with all the wisdom mandala’s before
her because Joy Mother is the embodiment of sacred sisterhood, but before we
dive into her deeper terrains of sacred feminine sexuality its is time you explore
your relationship with joy itself.
Go on, take Joy Mother’s hand; she’s waiting for you.
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OWNING ECSTACY
Suffering has been our education matrix since forever, but seriously aren't you
done with learning the hard way? Isn't it time you made learning from Joy your
soul pathway?
The big question is ~
If you are not responsible for your ecstasy, then who is?

Joy is not a stagnant thought form or a concept; Joy is a flowing fire lit from the
authentic passion within you. Joy gurgles up and burns; it is not dependent on
anything external, unlike pleasure.
Just like love, connection, peace, impermanence and mystery, joy IS. It's already
our true nature. Our job is to allow it to flow and flame, get our ego and attitude
out of the way and become it - completely, as Joy comes from the permanent
place of your wild, unharnessed, authentic self.
Travelling your Quests with Joy Mama isn't easy. It requires daily discipline,
powerful choices and a fierce commitment to self-care. There are many
enemies to Joy, the biggest being the shadows of cynicism, jealousy and denial,
so watch out for the snarly beasts and track them ruthlessly.
Joy is your unbridled sexuality, your limitless passion and your happiness. Within
joy is your ability to play and be tickled by the silly, the innocent and the divine.
Sacred and feminine, Embodied Joy is ready to rise and become your new way
of being; it all starts with you. It's time you took a joy audit and owned your joy.

OWNING SELF INTIMACY
If joy is the internal expansion of great happiness – what is your joy and what
enables you to sustain it? What is intimacy to you? What brings you pleasure,
and most importantly, what helps you open to joy?
We meet our embodied capacity for transparent connection and soul-deep
honesty in intimacy. Intimacy is the art of relating. It is your capacity to know
yourself through who you allow yourself to be when you are with others. Are you
genuine? Are you hiding? Can you allow yourself to be fully expressed?
Intimacy is never dependent on the other. It is always something you choose.
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EMBODYING SEXUAL INTIMACY
When women are in joy, we naturally and effortlessly open up and share our sexuality.
Like our feminine biology, we are programmed to invite in, and when we are filled
with great happiness, we naturally want to share it. By sharing our pure joy - our
ecstasy - we share our authentic self.
Sex is a woman’s religion.
If religion is a system of faith and worship and also a pursuit followed with great
devotion, then how can sexuality not be for women? All our life span is defined
through our sexuality and body changes. Our awakening into womanhood, our desire
to take lovers, our capacity to conceive and carry children and our changed capacity
not to do so all centre around our life-giving sex.
Rather than being victimised by our sexual beauty, potency, or another’s desire to
own it, it is time that we all reclaimed our magnificent sexuality back. Joy Mother is
here to help you.
Feminine sexuality, self-expression and sexual desire change shape over our lifetime.
As we age, our opportunity is to have less superficial sexual experiences and deeper,,
more expansive, full-bodied knowledge, of our sexual selves. Women are hard-wired
for sex, and contrary to common beliefs, this capacity gets more refined and potent as
we age. Biologically it's true. Sex gets better with age.
Our adult female bodies need intimacy and sex. We also need intimacy and pleasure
to create lasting joy. So if your inner Courtesan is lying buried under the laundry
basket or out fighting career wars, then Joy Mother is with you now, helping you to
find your way back to self, desire and pleasure.
Thankfully the sacred arts of consciously embodied sexuality have never been lost
and today are available to everyone keen enough to go searching. The ancient arts of
Tantra and Taoist sexual Kungfu that once were kept in Mystery Schools are now
available online, accessible by all. Now we all can learn the sacred wisdom of our
human birthright: that our sexuality has always been a route to enlightenment.
Tantra is not, as a stockbroker I once knew said, “the enticement of sexuality’. On the
contrary, Tantra is the process of waking up and being conscious of every sensation in
every moment. Tantra is a moving, fluid form of spiritual practice within which sexual
energy and ecstatic human capacity can be explored. To ‘wake up’, we need to look
deeply into ourselves. We need self-intimacy.
Your love, your vulnerability and your life force is your sexuality to ‘wake up’ this sexual
energy, we need to see. We need to see with internal and external eyes, and we need
intimacy, our capacity to be alone and with another : into me see.
Your last quest tasks with Joy Mother is to deepen your capacity for intimacy.
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SACRED QUEST

4

Quest Four

Part 1 : Intimacy Audit : How embodied is your joy?
YOUR QUEST TASK

Before you dive deeper into your juicy Joy Mother Quests you are invited to write a
Top Joy List. Next time you are feeling spacious, grounded and in peace, extend that
bliss and write a list of FIFTY things that bring you joy pleasure. This could be :
Having an orgasm
Walking in your garden, long talks with your best friends
Journaling to connect in with self
Reading a book uninterrupted
Looking at the light filter through trees in the late afternoon
Lying in the sunshine, or singing or playing the guitar
Having a massage or doing an exercise or dance class
Having fresh sunshine dried sheets on your bed
Riding a bike, or a motor bike, or a scooter
Strolling on the beach while a storm is building
Watching your children while they sleep
Laughing and playing with your darling
Making love in the sunshine, making love in the moonlight, making love in a
river, the ocean ….

Do at least one of these things daily for the remainder of the Awakening to Sacred
Program. To go deeper and do Embodied Intimacy Audit explore the questions in
THE DEEPENING NOTES in the Awakening to Sacred sanctuary

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3

QUEST 4
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CHERISHING BEAUTY
Your Yoni (YoN-Eee) is your sacred sexual gateway. Yoni is the Sanskrit word for
female genitalia and intimate female geography.
Your Yoni is your Holy of Holies and your Gateway to the Divine.
What is your relationship to your Yoni and her capacity for joy?
Have you let her teach you how you are hardwired for pleasure and your orgasms
are more powerful as you age?
Have you taught yourself to move your sexual energy around your body, activating
your life force, shifting old patterns, clearing physical blockages and using its
vitality for self-mastery?
Have you devoted time to learning to be a ‘Master of your own domain’ or a
mystress of your pleasure?
Do you know precisely what turns you on and can you articulate that shamelessly
to your partner?
Have you taken responsibility for your own ecstasy, in and out of your bedroom?
Have you learnt how to use your Yoni to activate your joy frequency and
supercharge the manifestation of all of your desires?
Your aim is to increase your embodied sexual literacy by creating your in-to-me-see
around your sexuality and needs and then enhance your capacity to communicate
these needs effortlessly so you can have your desires articulated and received!
RITUAL
To help you deepen your relationship with your Yoni, you are invited to create a
beautiful ritual of self-connection, adoration and reverence. In a sacred space
filled with flowers, candles and cushions, assemble an A4-sized drawing paper,
drawing pencils and a mirror.

Take the reverent time to look at and explore your Yoni. When was the last time she
was looked at? Was she adored? Can you look at her with only cherishing eyes of
adoration? How has she changed from the last time you looked at her?
Take at least half an hour to draw the beauty of your intimate face of you. Own any
shame, criticism or grief that arises. Feel your feelings and ask the Joy Mother aspect
of the Divine Mother to help you heal these hurts, release and forgive them. Send love
and healing to your vulva, perineum, clitoris and the hair on your Mount of Venus.
Celebrate the vital and sensual beauty of your Inner face of the Divine.
Come home to cherishing the unique beauty of your embodied feminine.

SACRED RITUAL
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RITUAL NOTES
THE FACE OF MY GATEWAY OR SACRED FEMININE PLEASURE

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
Of all the aspects of shadow that undermine Joy,
jealousy and envy can be the most crippling. When
women fall into the petty side of envy and the
darkest places of jealousy toward other women, they
no longer believe they can have the same object of
desire that the other women seem to have.
Whether it is beautiful hair, a wealthy bank account,
the latest fashions etc., women fall into these dark
arts each time we stop being inspired by how others
are and instead become jealous of what they do or
seem to have.
This self-disempowerment occurs each time you
disconnect from your heart and your creative
potential. It’s not possible to be openhearted and still
jealous. Jealousy cuts you off from the infinite
potential of every moment, blocking you from your
co-creative power AND shuts you off from the loving
and supportive sisterhood of other women at the
same time.
In your Shadow dance with jealousy, you are asked to
be ruthless in your awareness of how you perceive
yourself. By remembering you are good, capable,
uniquely beautiful and empowered, you can claim
the breathing end of jealousy which is inspiration.

Cynicism is another shadow that evaporates our
wellspring of joy. Disguised as 'grownup' coolness or
adult reality, cynicism is your hurts showing up as
'factual' opinion. Cynicism shatters hope and crucifies
joy. It is like a spiritual murder.
Cynicism can be exceptionally painful to openhearted women, intuitive or introverted individuals
and sensitive children. Sometimes another's 'realism'
or dry rational comments can feel like a kick in the
chest.
Our vulnerable heart is left feeling breathless and
physically bruised, as freely expressed joy comes with
unguarded vulnerability. Who are we to say yes or no
to another's dreams or view of reality?

Our adult 'reality' is often our hardened inner child
who believes it should not expect or allow the
uncontrolled and often frenetic expression of joy.
The question to ask yourself when you catch your
cynicism is, "can you hold your hurt innocence at the
same time as embracing another's exuberance?
What could happen if next time someone else's joy
surpassed your own joy limit, and instead of crushing
their joy, you stretched to meet it?
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POWER MYSTERIES
Your feminine sexual fire needs to burn; it is Her nature to be expressed and honoured. Your womb
is your gateway to the Divine; it is the only place that can create Human Life. How can that not be
holy? Your clitoris is designed only for pleasure; how can this not be a place of power?
The golden mysteries of Joy Mother are the exploration and ownership of your sacred sexuality. A
journey that starts deep within your body and begins not with another but with your most honest
and authentic self.
You do not feel your sexuality outside of yourself; you feel it deep within. It is the returning into
interoperceptive presence, the sensations, nuances and subtle gnowing within your body that
enables you to trust your body, desires and truth from the inside out. Knowing your sexual
gateways, honouring your intimate geography, allowing pleasure and the blocks to pleasure to be
seen, held, cherished and then loved into oneness is a gift of your sexuality.
Women rise rooted in themselves when female sexuality, which is the sexuality that is unique to
women born women, is honoured and taught with age-appropriate respect, sacredness and
dignity. As a result, young girls have the inner awareness to know their bodies on their own terms.
As young women, intimacy becomes a joy-filled celebration, not an endless seeking of another's
approval or love. As birth opens the gateway to motherhood, it can be a rite of passion and bliss,
not pain or fear. Women will also remember that their intimate geography was once pleasure-filled
territory. As they step out of their reproductive years into their power years, they can do so with the
full mastery of knowing all their wombs and feminine bodies can teach them.
By opening to all your body can give you, you can become the place of validation and education
for other women to know their potential. You become a Keeper of Sacred Mysteries and a
champion for all women of all times in our present and in the future..
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GOING DEEPER
INTO JOY MOTHER WISDOM
Of all the Mother's of MotherQuest, Joy Mother has
created the biggest reactions. The only time in ten
years of holding circle, I had a participant going
into a panic attack was when Joy Mother entered
the room.

“Some of you say, Joy is greater than sorrow,
and others say, Nay, sorrow is the greater.
But I say unto you, they are inseparable.
Together they come, and when one sits alone
with you at your board, remember that the
other is asleep upon your bed.”
- Kahil Gilbran

To own our joy in a world that tells us that we
need something, we need to be different or that
it's selfish or shameful to own our joy, makes
claiming joy hard. And yet our joy blesses everyone
who knows us.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Gabrielle Roth - Sweat your Prayers
Gabrielle Roth - Maps to Ecstasy

Take the time to savour each quest of Joy mother,

Saida Deslaites - The emergence of the Succulent Woman

let Her ripple inside you. Unchain your playful self.

Mantak Chia - Cultivating Female Sexual Energy

Breath life back into your 'silly' and frivolous

Dianna Richardson - Tantric Orgasm for Women

passions,

Christiane Northrup - The Power Of Joy

commit

to

daily

pleasure,

become

devoted to your joy. This is your life. Own her

Amanda Gore - The Gospel of Joy

completely.

Phyllis Chesler - Woman's inhumanity to women

Lhamo x

John Bradshaw - Healing the Shame That Binds
Steve and Vera Bodansky - Extended Massive Orgasm
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Joy Mother Prayer
A PRAYER TO MY SACRED BODY

My Yoni, My Sacred Gateway
I honour Her and respect Her wishes.
I clearly speak my boundaries and Command Loving Respect.
I am The I Am That I Am The Is that Is
My nature is Receiving and I bless all who are near me
with my beauty and light.
My Vagina, my Channel of Light and Purity
The Deepest Valley of Succulent Delight.
A passage of Acceptance Gentleness & Grace
I respect my secret silky cavern as the most Sacred of Space.
My Cervix, my the doorway to my Heavenly Palace
I bless and celebrate
Her awesome power to birth through me
Unique and Unlimited Creative Life.
My Uterus, My most Precious Temple
A loving sanctuary for me to simply Be
I treasure Her wisdom I listen to Her teachings
I surrender to Her rhythm - the Heartbeat of Life.
My Fallopian Tubes, My Heavenly Funnels
Vibrate through me the Essence of the Divine
Open and clear They sing of Mystery they receive Surrender
Two Perfect Conduits of Nurturance and Light.
My Ovaries, My Hidden Treasures
Gifted to me from my Motherline
I sit in humility at their incredible power
And open my heart
To their gifts of Life
And so it IS so,
Aymen.
Lhamo © 2007
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CHECKLIST ONE
JOY MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Joy Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

LISTEN TO JOY MOTHER INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING WISDOM NOTES
READ SECTION ONE : GRATITUDE
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; I'VE MADE GRATITUDE MY DAILY PRACTICE
READ SECTION TWO : MOVING SHAKTI
2ND QUEST DONE ; I'M DANCING DAILY WITH MY LIST OF FAVE TUNES
I'VE READ TEMPLATE OF SACRED SISTERHOOD & LIVING MINE
I'VE OWNED MY UNIQUE FLAVOUR OF JOY AND I'M WITH HER DAILY
I HAVE COMPLETED MY BEAUTIFUL JOYFILLED RITUAL & FRAMED HER
I HAVE MASTERED MY SHADOWS OF JEALOUSY & CYNICISM COMPLETELY
I HAVE COMPLETED THE JOY MOTHER DEEPENING NOTES
DO I WANT TO EXPLORE SACRED SEXUALITY FURTHER?
I VIBRATE WITH JOY AT ALL TIMES AND PROTECT HER FIERCELY
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"I want to love you wildly.
I don’t want words,
but inarticulate cries,
meaningless, from the bottom
of my most primitive being,
that flow from my belly like
honey. A piercing joy, that
leaves me empty, conquered,
silenced."
ANAI S NI N
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